United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

UNITED STATES PARK POLICE
Headqua1ters
1100 Ohio Drive, S.W.
Washington, D .C. 20242

May 1, 2020
To:

Chief, United States Park Police

Through:

Chain of Comman d

From :

Commander, Icon Protection Branch

Subject:

Emergency Law an d Order Funding Request
"Virtual Town Hall - Lincoln Memorial"

]na.r~ ~A~

Enclosed is an application for Emergency Law and Order funding in reference to the costs that
will be incuned resulting from the virtual town hall scheduled at the Lincoln Memorial on May
3, 2020.
On May 3, 2020, President Donald J. Tnnnp will hold a live town hall media event in the
chamber of the Lincoln Memorial. Multiple press agencies ar e reporting that President Tnnnp
will address issues and concerns smTounding the COVID-19 pandemic. Multiple media outlets
ar e now repo1iing on and publicizing this event. It is anticipated that this media repo1i ing will
continue over the corning 48 homs, bringing more pubic attention to the event.
While cmTently there are no known active threats against the Washington Metropolitan Area
(WMA), the overall threat pictme for the ar ea remains unstable. Dming 'nonnal times' , the
WM.A remains a highly valued target due to the area's iconic landmarks of national an d historic
significance. However, these are not ' no1m al times.' The COVID-19 pandemic continues to
impact eve1y member of society, raising stress an d anxiety levels of individuals throughout the
nation. The U.S. Park Police futelligence and Counte1ien orism Branch (ICTB) has noted a rise
in social media postings calling for individuals to take action against multiple perceived
injustices being forced onto people due to the pandemic. Calls for action are being voiced by
individuals an d groups that self-identify as originating from all sides of the political and social
lan dscape. Law enforcement has recorded leaders of groups attempting to use the cmTent
pandemic environment to inspire their followers to at times, commit illegal and violent actions all in the fmth erance of that group 's paiiicular goals and aspirations. As one exainple, a
significant number of self-identified white supremist groups have been observed encom aging
their members to tai·get minority groups using the confusion of the pandemic to maxim ize the
attack potential of their actions. Recently it is believed that one such attack was planned against
a hospital in Missomi

targeted the hospital due to it caring for COVID-1 9 patients. Additionally, loosely affiliated
anarchist groups have also been recorded on multiple occasions as attempting to use the
confusion and anxiety caused by the COVID-19 pandemic as a motivation to its members to
attack law enforcement and government officials. To compound the cunent threat matrix, the
COVID-19 pandemic has energized many "conspiracy" individuals into believing and spreading
many false nan atives that attempt to exploit the fear and anxiety being experienced by many in
society. A number of conspiracy believers ar e convinced that COVID-1 9 is fake and is being
used to cover various cove1i government activities. A significant number of anti-government
groups have used this as evidence to encourage their members to attack or disrnpt government
activities. Additionally, the stress being placed on individuals due to COVID-19 pandemic has
also placed an additional strain on mental health consumers. Within the past 90 days, the U.S .
Park Police has encountered multiple mental health consumers who were attempting to gain
access to restricted areas or other displayed other concerning / possibly violent behavior in
repo1i ed attempts to solve the COVID-1 9 pandemic.
fu addition to the infonnation listed above, this event also contains multiple attributes that groups
such as ISIS and al'Qaeda have historically encouraged their followers to use to identify targets
for attacks in the Homeland. The event is being held at a globally identifiable landmark; a
landmark that represents the core values of the United States. The event will also feature high
profile government officials and be televised live to the nation. An attack on such a venue would
bring instant and ove1whelming global media attention to whichever group staged the attack.

The Force anticipates the following expenses associated with the event:

USPP Personnel Cost:
Supervisors - 352 Hours at $88 = $30,976
Officers - 1,311 Hours at $80 = $104,880
USPP Equipment/Consumables:
Water/sports drinks = $1,000
NAMA Overtime Estimate:
$8,000
NAMA Supplies (light bulbs)
$1,700
TOTAL= $146,556

Attachments: Emergency Law and Order Application

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

APPLICATION FOR EMERGENCY LAW AND ORDER FUNDING
_05/01/2020_
(Date)
WASO CONTROL # ______________

ACCOUNT # __

___

NAME OF INCIDENT:_Virtual Town Hall PARK: United States Park Police
BEGINNING DATE: _05/03/2020_
(Estimated/Actual)

ENDING DATE: _05/03/2020_
(Estimated/Actual)

ESTIMATED COST: $__146,556__
PURCHASE OF EQUIPMENT REQUESTED:
(If yes, include item(s) requested and costs in you justification)

YES

NO

□

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Enclosed is an application for Emergency Law and
Order Funding in reference to the costs that will be incurred by the Force resulting from the
Virtual Town Hall scheduled at the Lincoln Memorial.
WHEN DID NPS BECOME AWARE OF ACTIVITY? ___April 28, 2020
(Time/Day/Date)

HAS NPS GRANTED PERMIT FOR ACTIVITY? YES
(If yes, attach copy to justification)

NO

□

ACTIVITY SPONSORED BY: ___United States Government___
HAS THIS ACTIVITY OCCURRED PREVIOUSLY?
(If yes, specify date(s)

YES

□

NO

____n/a____

(Prior date(s) if applicable)

WILL COSTS FOR THIS ACTIVITY BE REIMBUSRED? YES
(If not reimbursed, briefly explain why)

CAN USPP FUNDS BE REPROGRAMMED?

YES

□

NO

NO

5/1/2020
USPP ORIGINATING MAJOR: ________________________________DATE_________

USPP DIVISION COMMANDER: _____________________________DATE_________
USPP BUDGET OFFICER: ___________________________________DATE_________
USPP CHIEF: ______________________________________________DATE_________

